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A Socionomist Sketches Picasso
How Individuals Can Reflect Society’s Mood to Their Advantage

By Alan Hall

Socionomists have observed that trends in the arts reflect so-
cial mood (see box). For example, Robert Prechter’s recent 
survey of the music and popularity of The Beatles—the first 

musical group to become the focus of a worldwide mania—showed 
that the band’s career highs and lows tracked the stock market 
quite closely.2 As a long-time fan of the painter Pablo Picasso, I 
wondered whether the stylistic “periods” to which experts ascribe 
his work might also reflect social mood.

Why might this be true? Like the band, this artist achieved 
fame far beyond the norm. Art historian and curator James Voorhies 
wrote that the painter “impacted the development of modern and 
contemporary art with unparalleled magnitude”3 to become what 
A&E's Biography, “Pablo Picasso: A Primitive Soul,” called an 
“international superstar, a celebrity on a scale that no other painter 

in history had ever achieved.”4 One website says Picasso was the “first artist to enjoy the obsessive attention of 
mass media.”5As of 2009, the authoritative Art Market Trends report shows that Picasso remains the world’s 
top artist based on auction sales.6 According to numerous sources, three of the top 10 most valuable paintings 
in the world are Picassos. Even thieves have paid him the ultimate compliment, having stolen his work more 
than any other artist’s.7 To some degree, then, Picasso may be to the visual arts what the Beatles are to pop 
music.

Before we begin, it is important to affirm that socionomics is the study of social, not individual, behavior. 
We study careers of popular individuals because it is society that makes them popular. Popular individuals are 
those who express social mood effectively or who succeed by providing what society wants at a particular time. 
Nevertheless, no individual life or career—no matter how public—is likely to track social mood perfectly.

We also face a few specific challenges when looking at Pablo Picasso’s life. Picasso was Spanish yet 
spent most of his life in France, which complicates our choice of mood meter. Further, while we have early 
French stock prices, we do not have early Spanish stock data. We nevertheless have enough data to attempt 
an analysis.

Periods 
According to various art historians and the website of the Metropolitan Museum of Art (the Met),3 Picasso’s 

work falls into six distinct stylistic periods. To begin the survey, we plotted those eras against the Dow Jones 
Industrial Average (Figure 2, page 3) which we have found to be a consistently sound proxy in such instances. 
(For example, the inflation-adjusted DJIA served well as a meter of global social mood in the November 2007 
Global Market Perspective Special Report, “Sizing Up A Superpower: A Socionomic Study of Russia.”) A 
cursory look at the first two and perhaps most famous periods, the Blue Period and the Rose Period (Figure 
1, page 2), shows that they seem to fit stock price trends almost perfectly. In fact, the beginning and ending 
dates of the first four of Picasso’s six major periods—the Blue through the Cubism Periods—are near major 
turning points in the DJIA. 

In his 1985 report, “Popular 
Culture and the Stock Market,” 
Robert Prechter made an observa-
tion with useful implications for 
socionomic analysis: 

Popular art, fashion and mores 
are a reflection of the dominant 
public mood. Because the stock 
market changes direction in step 
with these expressions of mood, 
it is probably another coincident 
register of the dominant public 
mood and changes in it.1
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To get a feel for the qualitative aspects of 
Picasso’s work, let’s take a brief tour of his 
career via charts and quotes from art experts. I 
also recommend that you view some examples 
of Picasso’s work from various periods and 
at notable turning points. We’ve included a 
few hyperlinks to images at several places in 
the text. Although the most comprehensive 
resource we used, the On-line Picasso Project, 
recently restricted user access, you can get a 
quick chronological overview of many of his 
paintings and drawings at Catalogue Raisonne. 
More images, also in chronological order, are 
available at Olga’s Gallery. 

Academic Realism (1893–1899)
Picasso was born in 1881 and studied 

painting under his father until 1890. By 1893, 
at age 12, he was producing what critics con-
sider “adult-quality work.” Within a year, the 
first phase of his career (academic realism) was 
under way.8 In 1897 and 1899, Picasso briefly 
studied art in Madrid and Barcelona, respec-
tively. The authors of Great French Paintings 
from the Barnes Foundation described Pi-
casso’s 1899–1901 work—produced in the 
final two years of a seven-year Dow rally—as 
reflecting a “generally upbeat and optimistic 
mood.”9

Blue Period (1901–1904)
Most historians attribute Picasso’s style shifts, in-

cluding his move into his “Blue Period,” to changes in 
his love life or other outside forces. The Met website, 
for example, says Picasso’s Blue Period was “inspired 
in part by the suicide of his friend Casagemas.” It goes 
on to note:

Picasso's paintings from late 1901 to about the middle 

of 1904, referred to as his Blue Period, depict themes 

of poverty, loneliness, and despair.3

But this three-year period seems to be more than 
simply a response to the death of his friend. Eight 
months passed between the February 1901 suicide and 
the Blue Period’s October onset.10

Figure 1 shows that the Blue Period occurred al-
most entirely during a negative trend in unconscious 
social mood as recorded by stock markets. Prechter has 

observed that society expresses a heightened interest 
in magic and the supernatural during such downtrends. 
John Richardson, Picasso’s friend and biographer, 
says in his documentary film, “Picasso: Magic, Sex, 
Death,” that Picasso became fascinated with the occult 
iconography of tarot cards during this time, and that the 
interest influenced one of his most famous Blue Period 
paintings, La Vie.11 In the film, Robert Rosenblum, who 
is an art historian and curator at New York University, 
offers a remarkably socionomic explanation of the Blue 
Period:

One thing I feel has to always be stressed about 

Picasso’s Blue Period is that it is not unique … .  

Nothing of the sort. Blue was really the color of the 

moment, and it was synonymous with the sense of 

the spiritual, the ethereal … anything that said good-

bye to the hard material facts of the 19th century. … 

Figure 1 

http://picasso.shsu.edu/
http://onlinepicassoraisonne.com/home.html
http://www.abcgallery.com/P/picasso/picasso.html
http://www.metmuseum.org/toah/works-of-art/50.188
http://www.artquotes.net/masters/picasso/pablo_lavie1903.htm
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There are artists galore who work in a similar tone. 

So that Picasso’s blueness is just part of a general 

mood—an effort to join what is spiritual, saintly, 

melancholic.11

Another argument that the suicide did not cause the 
Blue Period is that when Picasso began the series, he 
was staying rent-free in Casagemas’ Paris studio and 
sleeping with the woman who had broken his friend’s 
heart.12

Rose Period (1904–1906)
Picasso moved to Paris in 1904 and lived among 

artists, poets and writers. About his work during this 
bull-market period, the Met writes:

Picasso directs his attention toward more pleasant 

themes such as carnival performers, harlequins, and 

clowns. … [He] abandons the daunting blues in favor 

of vivid hues, red for example, to celebrate the lives 

of circus performers (categorically labeled his Rose 

Period).3

Aligned with the positive trend in social mood, 
Picasso painted what would become his second-highest-
selling painting, the brightly colored Garçon à la Pipe 
($104 million), during this period.13 As Prechter wrote in 
1985, “Bright colors have been associated with market 
tops and dull, dark colors with bottoms.”1

There are two socionomic reasons why the paint-
ings of the Blue and Rose Periods so strongly reflect the 
prevailing social mood. First, although U.S., French and 
British stock prices occasionally diverged during Pica-
sso’s career, they aligned strongly during these periods. 
And second, Picasso was young. In “Popular Culture,” 
Prechter wrote, “The young are quickest to adopt new 
fashions.” Picasso’s early career—the time when most 

We regularly release new socionomic reports. If you would like us to email you whenever we release 
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Figure 2 

Moody Picasso? Figure 2 shows social mood as reflected by the Dow Jones Industrial Average. The colored boxes 
on the chart show the initial and final stages of Picasso’s life, and six distinct periods of Picasso’s career—which 
include two sub-phases—as described by various art historians and the Metropolitan Museum of Art.8 

http://www.thecityreview.com/s04swhi.html
www.socionomics.net/2008-Socialism
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artists seek and cater to an audience—reflected this 
social influence. Recall that his first four periods began 
or ended near major market turning points. As Picasso 
grew older, he seemed to grow more independent of 
social mood. 

African-Influenced Period (1906–1909)
Picasso’s Rose Period paintings sold well during 

the positive mood trend, boosting his confidence and 
his ability to explore. As the Dow turned down in 1906 
in the first sharp dip of what would become a 14-year 
bear market, he began “early stylistic experiments with 
primitivism,” many of which are simplistic portraits that 
resemble the carved wooden masks of Africa’s Ivory 
Coast. The style continued as the Dow declined. In 
June–July 1907, five months before the December low, 
Picasso began a gradual shift to a more abstract style, 
first expressed in Les Demoiselles d'Avignon, which 
signaled the nascent stages of Cubism.

Cubism Period (1910–1913)
By 1910, Picasso and his collaborator Georges 

Braque were fully engaged in the new style. During this 
period, U.S. stock prices plunged and then rallied to a 
lower high, while French stocks (see Figure 3) steadily 
drifted to a slight new high. This net-sideways social 

mood trend seems to have produced a mix of bull and 
bear stylistic traits within Cubism. The genre expresses 
the angularity that socionomists have documented in 
automobile design14 and cartoons15 during bull markets, 

yet is also abstract and reminiscent of supernaturalism, 
both of which tend to increase during bear markets. 
In Richardson’s film, Jeffrey Weiss of the Washington 
National Gallery of Art says: 

There is also something shadowy, and dark and haunt-

ing about Cubism, which is even more compelling. 

I think that we can say that, to the degree that Pica-

sso was interested in various aspects of magic, that 

Cubism itself should probably be understood partly 

in relation to that theme in Picasso’s work and in 

his life. There is no question that the transformation 

of objects and figures and faces in Cubism has an 

enchanted quality, and when we talk about break-

ing down and remaking the body or the face, we 

talk about something that is almost a supernatural 

discipline. It is a display, on the part of the artist, of 

mastery over his subject, of complete control, of a 

god-like power.11

A number of prominent artists joined the Cubism 
movement. During 1910–1913, the DJIA first declined 
sharply, then rallied in three waves. Cubism reflected 
this pattern.

This early style of Cubism is called "Analytical" with 

more subdued colors and softer shapes. "Synthetic" 

Cubism arrived around 1912 and led to the uses of 

much more vivid colors, more abstract and decorative 

shapes and the introduction of collage.16

Classicism Period (1914–1918) or (1918–1925) or 
(1918–1927)

In 1914, Cubism’s popularity waned, giving way to 
a broad artistic shift, the “return to order,” that the Tate 
Gallery’s website attributes to the shock of war:

One of the artistic responses to [the First World War] 

was to reject the extreme avant-garde forms of art 

that had proliferated before the war. Instead, more 

reassuring and traditional approaches were adopted. 

The term “return to order” is used to describe this 

phenomenon. Cubism with its fragmentation of 

reality was rejected even by its inventors, Braque 

and Picasso. Futurism, with its worship of the ma-

chine and its enthusiasm for war, was particularly 

discredited. Classicism was an important thread in 

the return to order, and in the early 1920s, Picasso 

entered a Neo-Classical phase. Braque painted calm 

still life and figure pictures, which, while still having 

some Cubist characteristics, were simple and read-

able. … many other artists turned to various forms 

of realism.17

The Tate’s explanation illustrates the conventional 
view of social causality: It seems intuitively obvious that 
war shocked society and generated “reassuring” expres-
sions of art. Socionomics, however, has demonstrated 
that war itself is a product of social mood decline. The 
“calm still life and figure pictures” of the post-war pe-
riod both express the rising mood and reject the themes 
of the previous mood trend.  

Experts differ on dates for Picasso’s Classicism 
Period; most ranges fall within 1914–1927. Of all his 

“There is also something shadowy, and 
dark and haunting about Cubism.”

http://www.moma.org/collection/object.php?object_id=79766
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periods, this one seems least correlated with the Dow, 
as the time includes both a decline to a 28-year low and 
a rally to new highs. Also, as with his other phases and 
periods, exogenists tie Picasso’s Classicism Period to a 
relationship, this one his love affair with and marriage 
to Olga Koklova (1914–1927). Yet Picasso significantly 
shifted his style within the period, according to experts, 
near the social mood low in August 1921. The Met 
website says:

After World War I (1914–1918), Picasso reverted to 

traditional styles, experimenting less with Cubism. 

In the early 1920s, he devised a unique variant of 

classicism using mythological images such as cen-

taurs, minotaurs, nymphs, and fauns inspired by the 

classical world of Italy.3

Surrealism Period (1927–1945) 
German stocks topped in 1927, British stocks in 

1928 and French and U.S. markets in 1929. Housing 
prices topped in 1920 in Amsterdam (see Figure 1 in the 
June 2008 Global Market Perspective Special Report, 
“The European Housing Mania”) and in 1925 in the 
United States. In concert with the shifting mood, Picasso 

(and other major artists, such as Salvador Dali) began 
experimenting with a new style of abstraction: 

Toward the end of the 1920s, Picasso drew on Sur-

realist imagery and techniques to make pictures of 

morphed and distorted figures. In Nude Standing by 

the Sea of 1929, Picasso's figure recounts the classical 

pose of a standing nude with her arms upraised, but 

her body is swollen and monstrously rearranged.3

The rest of the world underwent surreal events 
during this period as well, first ascending to the heights 
of mania, then falling into the Great Depression and 
eventually, belligerent destruction. Much as he did near 
the 1920 low, Picasso fully shifted his style near the 
negative mood extreme in 1932. His distorted figures 
took on a bear-market roundness. 

By the early 1930s, Picasso had turned to harmonious 

colors and sinuous contours that evoke an overall 

biomorphic sensuality. He painted scenes of women 

with drooping heads and striking voluptuousness 

… expressive qualities of bold colors and gentle 

curves.3

We regularly release new socionomic reports. If you would like us to email you whenever we release 
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Figure 3 

http://www.metmuseum.org/toah/works-of-art/53.140.4
http://www.metmuseum.org/toah/works-of-art/1996.403.4
http://www.metmuseum.org/toah/works-of-art/1996.403.4
http://onlinepicassoraisonne.com/1932.html
www.socionomics.net/2008-Socialism
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Still later in the bear market, “Picasso made his new 
paintings violent and contorted, filled with imagery of 
anger and agony.”12 The Spanish Civil War began in 
1936 (see Figure 3) at the negative mood extreme at the 
end of an eight-year downtrend in French stocks. The 
Nazis then bombed the Spanish city Guernica in April 
1937 and Picasso soon responded with,

… a powerfully emotive series of pictures … that 

culminated in the enormous mural Guernica … a 

grisaille palette of gray tones … a complex work of 

horrifying proportion. …3

Picasso said, 
“I am expressing my horror at the military cast which 

is now plunging Spain into an ocean of misery and 

death.” … Guernica became the best-known artwork 

of the century and made Picasso a hero in the inter-

national fight against Fascism.12

Biographer John Richardson observed:
In the first months of World War II, he did a series of 

paintings of sheep’s heads, flailed, blood-drenched 

heads that he fed to his dogs, grim death-haunted 

images that would be his response to the horrors of 

Nazidom. … Most of his still lifes are vanitases, al-

legorical references to death.11

Final Era
After his Surrealism Period, experts cease to cat-

egorize Picasso’s work into stylistic phases. Secure in 
his position as pre-eminent artist of the era, he freely 
executed works that reflect a range of styles, leaving us 
with little basis to appraise them socionomically. It is 
clear, however, that Picasso thrived with the post-World 
War II bull market. Near the 1946 social mood peak in 
the Dow (Figure 2), “Picasso’s art changed completely. 
Now his work took on a joy and lightness that it never 
had before.”12

From the late 1940s through the '60s, Picasso's 

creative energy never waned. Living in the south of 

France, he continued to paint, make ceramics, and 

experiment with printmaking. His international fame 

increased with large exhibitions in London, Venice, 

and Paris … Tokyo in 1951, and Lyon, Rome, Milan, 

and São Paulo in 1953. A retrospective in New York 

at the Museum of Modern Art in 1957 garnered a 

massive amount of attention. … This exhibition 

solidified Picasso's prominence as museums and 

private collectors in America, Europe, and Japan vied 

to acquire his works.3

Picasso produced continuously into his nineties, 
“amassing a personal fortune and a superb collection 
of his own art, as well as work by other artists.”3 His 
legacy continues to resonate.

We can offer another socionomic observation: Much 
as Picasso increasingly explored surrealism prior to the 
1929 peak and beyond, he increasingly portrayed eroti-
cism prior to the 1966 top and during the subsequent 
bear market. In 1970, at the eight-year low in stock 
prices, the frequency and explicitness of his sexualized 
imagery seemed to peak. In The Wave Principle of Hu-
man Social Behavior, Prechter notes, 

A waxing negative social mood appears to correlate 

with a collective increase in discord, … magical 

thinking, … a search for pleasure, an interest in sex 

over love.”18

In this quote, Prechter refers to social discord, 
yet Picasso’s bizarre figures and portraits—with eyes, 
mouths and other anatomy in the “wrong” locations—
reflect a parallel: physiognomic discord. 

This brief survey of Picasso’s phases and periods 
does not fully explore the numerous volumes written 
on the events, triumphs and tragedies of his life. But it 
does support the socionomic premise—that the social 
mood trend determines the social environment, which 
influences the interactions, opportunities and decisions 
of individuals. Picasso, especially in his early years, 
reflects this influence, as do other popular artists and 
the public that supports them. 

Later in the bear market, “Picasso made his 
new paintings violent and contorted, filled 
with imagery of anger and agony.”

In 1970—at the eight-year low in stock 
prices—the frequency and explicitness of 
his sexualized imagery seemed to peak.
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Big Recovery Leads to Burning Rubber
By Euan Wilson

The connection between social mood and cars is 
fascinating. In 1985, Robert Prechter’s “Popular Cul-
ture and the Stock Market” noted social mood’s effect 
on speed limits and automobile styling. In 2006, Mark 
Galasiewski’s “Social Mood and Automobile Styling” 
revealed that throughout the history of the auto industry, 
waves of social mood have held sway over body styles 
and colors. Galasiewski followed up a year later with a 
report titled, “A Socionomic Take on High-Performance 
Men, Women and Cars,” which appeared in the April 
2007 issue of The Elliott Wave Theorist. An in-depth 
report in the September 2009 issue of The Socionomist 
discussed the kinds of cars that were coming off the 
assembly line since the 2007 peak in social mood. And 
Prechter reviewed social mood’s effect on car perfor-
mance and styling in the October 2010 video issue of 
The Socionomist. 

This established sociometer is a lagging one, though. 
The design, engineering and production of a new car can 
take a year or more. That is why many of the 2008 cars 
were still giddy on the prior rally’s endorphins. It was 
in 2009 that we began to see the effects of the declining 
social mood on car styling. Our September 2009 report 
also discussed the state of automobile manufacturers at 
that time; we noted that American companies tend to 
suffer the most during a crash because they are always 
looking for the next big thing. Japanese automakers, 
on the other hand, tend to stick with winners and make 
them better.

Now we stand at the two-year anniversary of the 
March 2009 low. American auto companies, via one 
mechanism or another, have survived. In the interim, 

social mood has marched in a relentless, upward cor-
rection. And what kind of an effect has the rally had on 
the most extreme bull-market cars? 

The Muscle Car
Galasiewski’s “A Socionomic Take on High-Perfor-

mance Men, Women and Cars” shows that automobile 
manufacturers tend to increase power and speed ca-
pacities of production cars throughout bull markets and 
reduce them during bear markets. So, it was no surprise 
that shortly after the March 2009 low, GreenMuze.com 
published an article by Trevor Williams, a University 
of Victoria Ph.D. candidate in engineering, titled, “The 
Muscle Car is Dead.”1 His fundamental reasoning: 
Chrysler was bankrupt, gasoline was coming off all-
time highs the year before, and the public had begun to 
ridicule vehicles with massive engines. 

Williams wasn’t alone. A quick Google search for 
“muscle cars dead” turns up dozens of articles forecast-
ing the style’s demise. Most of them, like Williams’ 
piece, ran in the first half of 2009. 

A socionomist recognizes that such journalistic as-
sertions are mood-based. Society was nearing or coming 
off a significant low in mood.

Two years later, after the fastest doubling of the 
S&P 500 in stock market history, the three headliners 
at the 2011 Chicago Auto Show left no doubt that the 
muscle car, which Williams pronounced dead in 2009, 
was resurrected (see photos below).

Note especially each vehicle’s front bumper: square 
faced and aggressive. Even more aggressive is the 
engine: The Charger’s engine is 465 horsepower, the 

We regularly release new socionomic reports. If you would like us to email you whenever we release 
a resource, you may request notification here: www.socionomics.net/1104-email-update

Go Ahead and Squeal: 2012 models, (from left to right) the Chevrolet Camaro ZL1, the Dodge Charger SRT8 and the Shelby GT350 Convertible.

www.socionomics.net/2008-Socialism
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Camaro tops out at 560 hp, and the Shelby has one op-
tion that allows for as much as 624 hp. As Galasiewski 
pointed out in his 2007 study, “Automobile Performance 
and the Stock Market,” bull markets mean “I wanna 
go fast!” 

These cars are a reflection of two years of positive 
social mood. While attending the Chicago Auto Show, 
Jim Resnick of Yahoo! Autos noted that the event’s top 
10 cars averaged 450 horsepower. He joked that “the 
manufacturers involved in this melee have apparently 
taken heed of Sean Connery's classic line from “The 
Untouchables” film: ‘If they bring a knife, you bring 
a gun. That's the Chicago way.’” “The Untouchables” 
premiered in 1987 during the bull market, and the quote 
typifies bullish emotion: Go big or stay home.

We stand by our earlier 2009 prediction for the auto 
industry when the bear market resumes. Cars and their 
engines will shrink. But until the day of the top, the 
muscle cars will continue to roar.

CITATIOn
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Evaluating a Potential New Sociometer:
The Well-Being Index Aims to Measure Mood

By Alan Hall

The January 2011 issue of The Socionomist reported 
on studies of Twitter posts and Livejournal.com blog 
posts, two communication platforms that show potential 
as social mood meters. These social media interactions 
may reflect social mood even faster than the stock mar-
ket does, potentially taking us one step closer to Robert 
Prechter’s definition of an ideal sociometer: an indicator 
that would “directly record aggregated mood changes 
in peoples’ minds” with no lag time.1

This issue, we look at another potential sociometer, 
the Gallup-Healthways Well-Being Index, in existence 
since 2008. It also seems to reflect aspects of social 
mood and may be useful to longer-term investors and 
others. 

How it Works
According to its inventors, the Well-Being Index 

“tracks the well-being of U.S. residents 350 days out 
of the year, interviewing no fewer than 1,000 adults na-
tionwide each day.”2 To gather the data, live interviewers 
telephone “randomly sampled respondents aged 18 and 
older, including cell phone users and Spanish-speaking 
respondents from all 50 states and the District of Co-
lumbia.” They ask a “series of questions that relate to 
experiences of positive and negative emotions, including 
feelings of enjoyment, happiness, stress, and anger” 
during the past 24 hours.3

The graph on page 10 shows that in some cases 
the Well-Being Index acts similarly to a momentum 
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indicator in that it diverges at turns. We indicate five 
such divergences on the chart with trend lines. In the 
first four cases, the Well-Being Index foreshadowed 
a trend change in the DJIA. The red trend lines mark 
the two largest divergences. The first of these occurred 
when the Well-Being Index had already bottomed in 
late December 2008; the DJIA continued its descent for 
about three more months until its early March 2009 low. 
The second big divergence started in November 2010, 
when the DJIA made a new high unaccompanied by the 
Well-Being Index. It may signal a coming downturn in 
stock prices. 

The Cons
First, let’s look at the weak points of the Well-Being 

Index as a sociometer: (1) It is relatively new; it begins 
in January 2008. We could better assess its socionomic 
value if it began prior to the 2007 social mood peak. 

(2) The index polls mood on a daily basis but is 
calculated only monthly. A daily index would offer more 
accuracy. (3) It is relatively narrow in scope, polling 
only a small (1,000-person), random segment of the 
population each day. (4) Poll responses record how 

people consciously say they feel, which would not be as 
reliable as actions motivated naturally by unconscious 
social mood. 

The Pros
On the positive side: (1) The random polling of the 

index may better represent the general population than 
do most market-specific measures. (2) Other polls—
such as the Conference Board Consumer Confidence 
Index (CCI), various polls of trader sentiment and polls 
of Presidential approval—have proved to be valuable 
sociometers. For example, the CCI hit an all-time high 
in January 2000 and an all-time low in February 2009, 
in near-perfect harmony with stock prices. It also failed 
to accompany stocks to a new high in October 2007, 
which signaled a divergence and warned of the potential 
for the coming stock-market downturn. 

(3) There is a statistically significant (p<0.00013) 
58 % correlation between this “mood” graph and the 
DJIA, suggesting that they record something similar. 
(4) Finally, the Well-Being Index includes the March 
2009 low in the stock market, which was a significant 
turning point in social mood. 

Dueling Mood Meters: The top line shows social mood as reflected by the Dow Jones Industrial Average. The bottom 
line graphs the Well-Being Index
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The Verdict
If the most recent divergence shown in our chart 

indeed foreshadows the end of the two-year stock rally, 
the Well-Being Index will become much more interest-
ing to socionomists and investors. Individuals might 
use its component data to their advantage to decide 
where to live or when and where to invest. It also might 
be useful to identify stress levels in large populations 
and subgroups to estimate the probability for disease 
outbreak or civil unrest.

Other countries, such as France and the U.K., are 
clamoring for their own well-being indexes. Canada 
already has one. Governments hope that if they can 
measure the satisfaction of their citizens, they can con-
trol and manage it. In the U.K., Prime Minister David 
Cameron says he wants an index “so we can create a 
climate in this country that is more family-friendly and 
more conducive to the good life.”4

The strategy behind the Well-Being Index, however, 
is based on assumptions similar to those behind the 
school-testing scheme we described in our February 
2011 education study. Both efforts presuppose a “crusad-
ing confidence that data—derived from testing—can tell 
us all we need to know not just about what’s wrong with 
failing schools [or society], but how to fix them.”5

We believe that governments’ hope to manage social 
mood is futile. Governments already have functional 
“well-being” indexes in the Consumer Sentiment Index, 
the Misery Index and the stock markets. And the past 
decade has clearly demonstrated that authorities have 
no power to control social psychology, which is endog-
enously driven by unconscious social mood.
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